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OVER WINGS WITH LEADING-EDGE VORTEX SEPARATION
Part I—Engineering Document
Guenter W. Brune, James A. Weber, Forrester T. Johnson,
Paul Lu, and Paul E. Rubbert
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
SUMMARY
The application of a new, general, potential flow computational technique to the
solution of the subsonic, three-dimensional flow over wings with leading-edge vortex
separation is presented. The method is capable of predicting forces, moments, and
detailed surface pressures on thin, sharp-edged wings of rather arbitrary planform. (It
should be noted that operational limitations related to doublet panel spacing and
density requirements, behavior at large planform breaks, convergence characteristics,
etc., have yet to be extensively explored.) The wing geometry is arbitrary in the sense
that leading and trailing edges may be curved or kinked, and the wing may have
arbitrary camber and twist. The method employs an inviscid flow model in which the
wing and the rolled-up vortex sheets are represented by piecewise continuous,
quadratic doublet sheet distributions. The Kutta condition is imposed along all wing
edges. Strengths of the doublet distributions, as well as shape and position of the free
vortex sheet spirals, are computed in iterative fashion, starting with an assumed initial
sheet geometry.
The numerical method has been written in FORTRAN 2.3 language for the CDC
6400/6600 digital computers. To demonstrate the validity of the method, selected planar
wing geometries have been analyzed in incompressible flow over a wide range of angle
of attack. These geometries include: (1) delta wings of differing aspect ratios, (2) an
arrow wing, and (3) a gothic wing with swept trailing edge. Wing normal force
coefficients, load distributions, and detailed surface pressure distribution are presented
and compared, whenever possible, with theoretical results of the leading-edge suction
analogy and with experimental data. Good agreement with the available theoretical and
experimental data is demonstrated.
During the contract period only a limited number of check cases were executed. It has
since been found that more general wing geometries, particularly ones with kinked
leading edges, might experience convergence problems. Problems of this type can be
caused by inadequate panel density, a poor initial guess for the fed sheet geometry, and
inappropriate modeling at planform breaks where a second free vortex is sometimes
present. Ongoing work is aimed at improving and clarifying the operational limits of
the program.
INTRODUCTION
The flow at the leading and tip edges of a swept wing with sharp edges separates at
moderate to high angles of attack, producing vortex sheets that roll up into strong
vortices above the upper surface of the wing. The formation of these vortices is
responsible for the well-known nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics exhibited over the
angle-of-attack range (fig. 1).
A description of the physical aspects of the flow phenomenon is provided in references 1
and 2. A line of attachment (point A in fig. 2) is found inboard of the leading and tip
edges on the lower, or windward, side of the wing. The crossflow velocity components
inboard of this line are small, so the flow is swept rapidly downstream in this region.
The flow velocity outboard of this line of attachment is of the order of the freestream
speed, and streams outward from the leading edge. A similar outward flow occurs on the
upper surface of the wing with about the same velocity but with a different direction. A
shear layer is convected from the leading and tip edges to a position above the wing
under the influence of its own vorticity, where it rolls up to form the principal vortex.
The air outboard of the shear layer flows first upward, then inboard and around the
principal vortex, and finally downward toward the wing, forming a line of reattachment
on the upper surface (point B in fig. 2). The crossflow velocity inboard of this line of
attachment is small, and hence the air in this region flows rapidly downstream.
Just outboard of the upper surface attachment, the flow is directed toward the leading
and tip edges. It accelerates before passing under the principal vortex, and then slows
as it approaches the edge. The boundary layer sometimes separates because of the
adverse pressure gradient. The flow immediately reattaches, forming a secondary vortex
in the opposite sense to the principal vortex, and the flow then continues outward to
form the shear layer off the leading edge. A weaker tertiary vortex has also been
observed in the boundary layer near the edge. The secondary and tertiary vortices, for
simplicity, are not shown in figure 2. Experimental studies of the principal shear layer
indicate that its form is relatively independent of Reynolds number.
The rolled-up part of the vortex sheet consists of three regions: (1) an outer region in
which the distance between turns is large compared to the diffusion distance \/vt,
where v is the kinematic viscosity and t is the time in which the fluid element in the
sheet has traveled from the wing leading edge; (2) an inner region where the distance d
between turns is of the same order of magnitude as the diffusion distance; and (3) an
inner viscous core that is very small and represents only about 5% of the diameter of
the vortex sheet. In the outer region, where d > V»4, convection is the dominating
influence. In the second region where d is of the order of \/~vt, the vortex layers are less
defined but convection is still important, while diffusion dominates the central
viscous core.
The leading-edge suction analogy described in references, 3, 4, and 5 provides a method
suitable for calculating the magnitude of the nonlinear vortex lift on a rather broad
class of wing planforms. Polhamus (ref. 3) reasoned that the normal force needed for the
Spiral vortex sheet --- 
Figure I .  -Leading- Edge Vortex Flow 
Figure 2.—Cross Section of Flow Over Delta Wing With
Leading-Edge Vortex (Crossflow Model)
flow around a leading edge to reattach to the wing is equivalent to the leading-edge
suction force necessary to force the flow to be attached to the leading edge in an
unseparated condition. The unseparated leading-edge suction force is calculated, and
then rotated normal to the wing to obtain the lift contribution of the leading-edge
vortex. The total wing lift computed by this method agrees well with experimental data,
but the leading-edge suction analogy does not give flow-field details or detailed surface
pressure distributions.
Several attempts have been made in the past to theoretically predict detailed pressure
distributions and flow fields about swept wings with leading-edge vortex separation.
Most of these past methods were limited to slender configurations in which considerable
simplification occurred because the problem could be reduced to a solution of Laplace's
equation in the crossflow plane, for which conformal mapping became a powerful tool.
Smith (ref. 6) developed the best known method of this type by improving the work done
earlier in collaboration with Mangier (ref. 7). Assuming conical flow, which is
approximately valid near the apex of the wing, he was able to predict qualitatively the
type of pressure distributions that had been observed experimentally. Those pressure
distributions (fig. 3) exhibited a vortex-induced pressure peak at about 70% local
semispan of the wing. Toward the trailing edge, Smith's method overpredicted the
experimental load distribution by a considerable amount, the reason being that his
conical theory did not satisfy the Kutta condition at the trailing edge. Figure 3 shows
qualitatively such a comparison of Smith's theory with experiments and also, for
illustrative purposes, spanwise pressure distributions from linear lifting surface theory
(ref. 8) and from R. T. Jones' slender wing theory (ref. 9) at two chordwise stations of a
delta wing. This figure (supplied by Mr. Blair Gloss of NASA Langley), shows clearly
that none of these theories can even approximately predict aerodynamic load
distributions of wings with leading-edge vortex separation, and demonstrates the need
for an accurate prediction method for this type of flow phenomenon.
Several authors have published prediction methods based on the vortex lattice
technique, among them Rehbach (ref. 10), Mook and Maddox (ref. 11), and Kandil,
Mook, and Nayfeh (refs. 12 and 13). Sufficient data on pressure distributions have not
been available from these references for a thorough comparison with the method of this
document.
The method described in this report models the flow over wings with leading-edge
vortex separation as an inviscid and irrotational problem. The method is completely
three-dimensional and capable of predicting detailed pressure distributions as well as
overall wing-load coefficients. The wing, wake, and primary vortex sheet are modeled as
thin surfaces. No attempt is made to model secondary flow separation or multiple
primary vortex sheets. Special attention is paid to the modeling of the viscous core of
the rolled-up vortex spiral within the framework of inviscid flow theory. This viscous
core model is termed the "fed sheet model" in this report. A very simple treatment of
the core region is adopted, justified mainly because the diameter of the viscous core
region is small compared to its distance from the wing. The fed sheet model described in
this report, although adequate for most wing geometries and flight conditions, can be
improved and must, therefore, be viewed as an interim solution.
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Figure 3.—Load Distribution on Delta Wing Given by Earlier Theories
An advanced aerodynamic panel method (ref. 14) is used to solve the mathematical
model problem describing the leading-edge vortex flow. This new method uses source
and doublet panel networks as basic building blocks from which a great variety of
boundary value problem representations can be composed. In the present work, only the
doublet networks are used to simulate the thin surfaces under consideration, but the
computational algorithms (e.g., source networks) are available for extending the method
to handle wing thickness and fuselage simulation in the presence of free vortex flows.
A short summary of the method described in this document has previously been
published (ref. 15).
SYMBOLS
[A] matrix of aerodynamic influence coefficients
AJJ vector in the near plane of a panel surface
Afcj aerodynamic influence coefficient
AR aspect ratio
a parameter of Smith's conical solution
[B] matrix, defined by equation (42)
BJJ vector in the near plane of a panel surface
b wing span
[C] matrix, defined by equation (23)
[Co] matrix, defined by equation (41)
COQ, GO£, COTJ, coefficients, defined by equation (60)
Cof£> Co£i),
CQTJIJ
CL lift coefficient
cm pitching moment coefficient
CN normal force coefficient
cp pressure coefficient
Acp jump in pressure coefficient
cr root chord
cref reference length
D(i) correction term of Jacobian
[D] matrix, defined by equation (19)
[DK] matrix, defined by equation (40)
E function, see equation (46)
&(. &n, et unit vectors of local panel coordinate system
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F function, see equation (46)
-+
F force
i vector, defined by equation (52)
G function, see equation (46)
J Jacobian
[K] matrix, defined by equation (37)
K(P,Q) potential of an elementary doublet
li,m chord length of panel segment in transverse geometry cut
M number of panels on one-half of configuration
Mp pitching moment
MOO freestream Mach number
N number of doublet parameters in neighborhood of panel
Np number of doublet parameters on one-half of the configuration
Np normal force
NFS number of free-sheet panels on one-half of the configuration
NW one-half of the number of wing panels
n panel normal vector
Pij panel corner point
—»
PJJ vector defining panel corner-point location
POJ: panel center
position of field point
position of elementary doublet
R residual
vector from elementary doublet to field point
5 panel area
S\y wing area
s local wing semispan
t time
UK component of freestream velocity
Uoo freestream velocity
-»
V velocity
Vn normal velocity component
-»5j
V average sheet velocity
v velocity induced by a panel doublet distribution
WK weights
x,y,z wing fixed Cartesian coordinate system
xo> yo> Z0 coordinates of panel center
xp pitch axis
Ax distance between transverse geometry cuts in x-direction
a angle of attack
F strength of line vortex along terminated edge
y semiapex angle of delta wing
y" constant in Quasi-Newton method
y vorticity
A jump or perturbation of variable
S(i) scaling parameter
Sjj Kronecker delta
6 panel inclination in transverse cut
10
A sweep angle
M(£ ,17) strength of panel doublet distribution
Me doublet parameters along edges of networks
Mj doublet parameters on one-half of configuration
Mk doublet parameters in neighborhood of panel
Mr doublet parameters not located along edges of networks
Mo, M£> MTJ> coefficients of panel doublet distribution
v kinematic viscosity
<t> velocity potential
£, 17, £ local panel coordinates
Subscripts
LE leading edge
L left side of configuration
1 lower side of sheet
R right side of configuration
TE trailing edge
u upper side of sheet
x,y,z components in wing fixed Cartesian coordinates
£,TJ,£ components in local panel coordinates
oo freestream value
Superscripts
D difference of values across the sheet
(i) iteration number
S average values of both sides of the sheet
T transpose of a vector
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THEORETICAL METHOD
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
The flow over wings with leading-edge vortex separation is modeled on the following
assumptions:
• The wing is a thin surface (camber surface) in steady, symmetric flight.
• The flight Mach number is low subsonic; i.e., the flow can be regarded as
incompressible.
• Vortex lift is produced by a symmetric pair of primary vortex sheets separating
from the leading edges of the wing.
• Secondary flow separation and boundary layer displacement effects are neglected.
• Multiple primary vortex sheets do not form.
• The flow surrounding wing and vortex sheets can be regarded as inviscid and
irrotational, i.e., as potential flow.
• Vortex breakdown does not take place.
• The diameter of -the viscous core of the rolled-up primary vortex sheet is small by
comparison with its distance from the wing surface and by comparison with a
characteristic lateral dimension of the wing.
The essential elements of this inviscid, irrotational, and incompressible flow model are
the wing, wake, primary vortex sheet (termed free sheet), and the so-called fed sheet
representing the core of the rolled-up vortex sheet (fig. 4).
The flow is governed by Laplace's equation for the velocity potential, <&
V2$ = 0 (1)
-» ' • •,
The velocity, V, in turn is obtained from
V = V # (2)
The boundary conditions imposed on the flow model are:
• The flow must be everywhere parallel to the wing surface, i.e.,
^ • Vs = 0 ' (3)
•12
Kutta condition
Free sheet
(partly
unwrapped);
Figure 4.—Boundary Value Problem
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The symbol n stands for the unit normal vector of the considered surface. The
superscript S of the velocity indicates an average sheet velocity, defined by
Vs = '/2(VU + V,) (4)
-» -»
where Vu> Vi are the velocities on the upper and lower sides of the sheet surface,
respectively.
• The free sheet and the wake cannot support a pressure differential. This statement
expressed in terms of the jump in pressure coefficient across the sheet reads
Acp = 0 (5)
In addition, free sheet and wake are stream surfaces; i.e., they must satisfy
n*-VS = 0 (6)
• Kutta conditions are imposed along the leading, side, and trailing edges of the
wing in the presence of free sheets and wake emanating from these edges.
The Kutta condition need not be treated as a separate boundary condition. Satisfaction
of the stream-surface boundary conditions (3) and (6) of wing, free sheet, and wake will
result in a smooth flow off the wing edges. The additional requirement of zero pressure
jump across the free sheet and wake in the immediate vicinity of the wing edges is
already stated by equation (5).
• The freestream is undisturbed at infinity.
• The fed sheet (fig. 4) is an entirely kinematic extension of the free sheet. Its
dimensions are taken from a conical flow solution used as the "initial guess" in the
present iterative solution procedure applied to the fed sheet. This is a simplified
model of the true physical vortex core region, which is viscosity dominated. The
tacit assumption in this model is that the boundary conditions applied to the free
sheet are sufficient to adequately position the fed sheet. Appendix A explains why
this model is used instead of one in which the fed sheet is required to be force-free.
GEOMETRY DEFINITION
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The geometry of the configuration (fig. 5) consists of four elements: wing, free sheet,
wake, and fed sheet.
The wing is represented by the mean geometric surface (camber surface) with an
arbitrary distribution of camber and twist. The wing must have a pointed upstream
apex. Leading and trailing edges of the wing may be curved or straight, and the latter
may be swept forward or backward. The panel scheme described replaces curved wing
edges with straight-line segments.
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a. Three-Dimensional View
Free sheet
(partly unwrapped)
Free sheet
(partly unwrapped)
b. Transverse Cut
Figure 5.—Elements of Configuration
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The free sheet, a thin surface attached to the leading edge of the wing, extends in the
streamwise direction from the apex of the wing to the point of maximum local wing
span. The shape of the free sheet in a transverse cut through the configuration
approximates a spiral. Approximately one-half of the first turn of the spiral provides a
sufficient model in most cases.
The wake is a thin surface attached to the trailing edge of the wing downstream of the
point of maximum span and includes the extension of the free sheet in the downstream
direction (fig. 5). The wake geometry is generated by straight lines parallel to the x-axis
of the wing-fixed Cartesian coordinate system.
The trace of the fed sheet surface in a transverse cut (y,z-plane) through the
configuration is a straight line connected to the last point of the free sheet and is
approximately perpendicular to the free sheet.
The geometry of the configuration is symmetric with respect to the x,z-plane.
PANEL SCHEME
The geometry of the configuration is defined by panel corner points. A wing-fixed
Cartesian coordinate system is employed to specify corner-point positions. The origin of
this x,y,z-coordinate system (fig. 5) coincides with the apex of the wing. The x-axis
(positive in downstream direction) is parallel to the wing root chord.
The geometry of the configuration is paneled as follows. The x-coordinates of transverse
planes cutting the configuration (fig. 6) are specified. The distance Ax between cuts need
not be equal. These transverse cuts define the x-coordinates of all panel corner points.
The wake region is not cut, but is bounded by a transverse cut far downstream of the
wing. The computer code places this last cut at 50 wing root chords downstream of
the wing.
Corner points of the panels are then defined along the geometry contours of each
transverse cut. This must be done such that the number of wing panels is the same in
each spanwise row of panels. The same rule must be observed when paneling the free
sheet. Figure 7 shows the panel corner points in a typical transverse cut through wing
and free sheet. The fed sheet is represented by a single panel in the y,z-plane.
The paneling of the wake is completely determined by that of the wing, free sheet, and
fed sheet. A single wake panel is used in the downstream direction. The wake panels
are generated by straight lines parallel to the x-axis.
Examples of the wing panel scheme are shown in figure 8. Because of symmetry, only
one-half of the configuration needs to be paneled. Curved wing planforms are
approximated by straight-line segments. (The algorithms extending the numerical
representation to encompass curved panels are now available, ref. 14, but were not
implemented in the present work.) Figure 9 displays a spanwise row of quadrilateral
free-sheet panels between two adjacent transverse cuts. An example of the wake
paneling is given in figure 10 in which the wake panels downstream of the free sheet
16
Transverse cut
Far downstream
Figure 6. —Transverse Cutting Planes of Configuration
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Panel corner point
Free sheet
Figure 7.—Panel Corner Points in Transverse Cut of Configuration
Figure 8.—Examples of Wing Paneling
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Free-sheet panel
Geometry contour in
transverse cut x;, 1
Figure 9.—Spanwise Row of Free-Sheet Panels
Figure 10.—Example of Wake Paneling (Not Complete)
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are not visible. It can be noted in figure 10 that in the spanwise direction the number of
wake panels is not always the same as the spanwise number of wing panels.
PANEL GEOMETRY
Consider the single panel shown in figure 11 located between two transverse cuts, x, and
xj+1. The same type of panel geometry is used for the paneling of the wing, free sheet,
fed sheet, and wake. Triangular panels such as those at the apex of the wing are
special cases of the shown quadrilateral panel shape in which two corners coalesce.
The four corner points of a panel, PJJ; PJJ+I; Pj+u; PI+U+J, are used to define a
planar panel surface that approximates the nonplanar geometry surface. This planar
surface is the so-called near plane defined by and containing the vectors AJJ and By (see
fig. 11). The latter are written in terms of vectors that define the panel corner point
locations as /?
 = i? + j> _ j? _ "p
ij ij U+l i+lj i+lj+l (7)
The panel normal vector n*at the center PQ.. of the (ij)th panel is then
n - (nx, nv, nz) (8)
Projecting the four corner points onto the near plane and connecting the new points by
straight lines defines the panel geometry. All original corner points turn out to be
equidistant from their projections onto the near plane.
In addition to the global Cartesian x,y,z-coordinate system, a local panel coordinate
system (fig. 11) is introduced whose f,rj,£-coordinates are defined as follows. The
^-coordinate points in the direction of the panel normal; the T)-axis is perpendicular to £
and to the x-coordinate of the global coordinate system. The £-axis (positive in
downstream direction) forms, with 17 and £, a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system.
The f- and x-axes are in general not parallel. The unit vectors of the local panel
coordinate system are denoted by e£, erj, e~r.
The transformation from x,y,z- to £,Tj,£-coordinates is performed by
n
x
n
z
r
. =
ny
2
 + nz
2
0
n
x
ny
2
 + nz
2
4
r •**
X - X Q
y -yo
/-zo,
(9)
where the coordinates of the panel center PO--= (xo>vO>zo)ij are the average values of the
original panel corner-point coordinates.
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Dashed lines connecting four
input corners in general
do not lie in a plane
Near plane
P:
Corner point
projected onto
near plane
i+l.J+1
Original corner
point
Note: All original corner points turn out to be equidistant
from their projections onto the near plane
Figure 11 .—Single-Panel Geometry
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NUMERICAL METHOD
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
The numerical solution of the boundary value problem is accomplished by a panel-type
influence coefficient, method. The numerical method formulated in this section is
entirely based on an advanced panel method for the solution of Laplace's equation
subject to Neumann, Dirichlet, or mixed boundary conditions (ref. 14). Only certain
features of this new method that center about the use of doublet distributions to
represent the various elements of the adopted aerodynamic model are employed.
The surface of the configuration is divided into panels, as explained in the section on
"Geometry Definition." Doublet distributions dependent on a finite number of unknown
doublet parameters are defined for each panel. A finite number of control points on the
surface are selected at which the boundary conditions are satisfied. This discretization
of the problem leads to an aerodynamic influence coefficient formulation wherein the
solution is achieved by assembling logically independent networks of doublet panels. In
this context, a network is defined as a portion of the boundary surface on which a
certain distribution of doublet strength is specified, together with properly posed
analysis (Neumann) or design (Dirichlet) boundary conditions. It is always composed of
a rectangular array of panels that may be input independently of all other networks. A
network is logically consistent in that it contributes as many equations to the overall
problem as it contributes unknowns.
The essential features of the numerical method are:
• Discrete values of doublet strength are assigned to certain standard points on each
network. A local distribution of surface singularity strength is obtained by fitting a
quadratic doublet form to these discrete values in an immediate neighborhood by
the method of least squares.
• Certain standard points on each network are assigned as control points. These
points include panel center points as well as edge abutment downwash points. The
latter serve to automatically impose standard aerodynamic edge conditions, e.g.,
the Kutta condition, zero potential jump at thin edges, continuity of singularity
strength across abutting networks, etc., producing logical independence for each
network. In all cases, the number of boundary conditions on each network coincides
with the number of assigned surface singularity parameters.
• Two expansions are employed in the calculation of the aerodynamic influence
coefficients: a near-field expansion and a far-field expansion. All resultant
integrals are evaluated in closed form using recursion relations, which contain the
fundamental logarithm and arc tangent transcendental terms that appear in
constant-strength panel techniques.
22
DOUBLET PANEL
The distribution of doublet strength ^(^,17) on a panel is quadratic; i.e.,
l + M ±rj2 (10)
The six coefficients, /AO, /•«•£, /u,^, /A^^, /u,^, /x^ are not assumed independent; rather they
are a linear combination of an independent set of doublet parameters /ij. The
parameters p-j are the singularity strengths at a set of discrete points on the network
surface. The linear relationships between the six coefficients and independent doublet
parameters are later determined by the method of weighted least squares.
Consider now the velocity v* induced by a distribution of elementary doublets over a
single panel S at a field point P = (£,!?,£)•
vtP) = ff M(Q) Vp K(P,Q) d S (11)
S
The integration is to be carried out over the panel area S with Q = ( ^ I , T J J ) denoting the
position of the elementary doublet on the planar panel. Further,
d S = d £ j d 7 ? j
1 ^PO ' "O -*•K(P,Q) =^ -^ -f l r p Q l - r p Q
rPQ
where K(P,Q) is the potential of an elementary doublet. The vector TPQ is
f j j ) e^ + f ef (14)
and points from the position Q of the elementary doublet to the field point P. The vector
SQ is the panel normal SQ = (0,0,1) for planar panels. Applying the gradient operator
vp = af e£+ a^ er?+ 9? ^ f (is)
to K(P,Q) yields
1
V(P,Q)^^-^2rPQ3 "PCT
(16)
Appendix B contains details of the integration of equation (11). The analysis
distinguishes .between:
1. Field points P that are located in the vicinity of the panel S, in which case no
approximation to the integrand for flat panels is used. Then
K
 U= ' „ „ K - 3 , 5 (17)
rPQK
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2. Field points located a sufficient distance away from the panel surface to justify the
following approximation to
rPQ
U (18)
This approximation is applied when U is greater than 2.5 times the maximum
panel diagonal.
The result of the integration of equation (11) can be written in matrix form as
"0
= [D] (19)
• w
k. ^
where v,, v^, Vr are the components of the perturbation velocity v in local panel
coordinates of the inducing panel.
NETWORKS
The configuration is modeled aerodynamically by five networks termed:
• Analysis network (wing)
• Design network (free sheet)
• Fed-sheet network
• Wake network
• Network number 5
The analysis- and design-type networks are the two basic networks, whereas the
remaining three are specializations of the analysis network. The last network is needed
for that wake panel downstream of the last fed-sheet panel.
Figures 12 and 13 show schematically the arrangements of doublet parameters p-} and
the control point locations for the analysis and design networks, respectively. These
choices of the locations of the doublet parameters ensure a stable computation. For each
of these networks the number of control points at which the boundary conditions or edge
conditions are satisfied equals the number of unknown doublet parameters. The edge
control points serve in the matching of the various networks across their common
boundaries. These points are slightly removed from the edges for this purpose (10
the maximum panel diagonal).
~
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Figure 12.—Analysis Network (Wing)
Control point
Doublet parameter
Panel
Control point
Doublet parameter
Panel
Figure 13.—Design Network (Free Sheet)
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An individual panel of both the analysis and the design network is assumed to have a
quadratic distribution of doublet strength, which is defined by equation (10) in terms of
six coefficients. A linear relationship between these coefficients and those doublet
parameters fj.^ on the panel itself and on its immediate neighbors is determined by the
method of least squares. For each panel S the residual R is minimized.
.N
C 1
(20)
The weights W^ are chosen large (10 ) when (^k.^k) actually lies on the panel S, and
are unity if not. The number N of the doublet parameters /% depends on the position of
the panel within a network. In the case of a panel of an analysis network, N equals 9
unless the quadrilateral panel and its neighbors are triangular. For most panels that
are part of a design network, the summation is carried out over 16 doublet points. Only
panels located along the edges of a design network have fewer neighboring doublet
points, in which cases N reduces to 9 or 12.
With given by equation (10), the residual R reads
1 NR = T £ <21>
which is minimized by
9 R _ = 0 ^ = o ^=o = 0 ^=o a * - = o%r,
This procedure gives the following intermediate result
r
»o
( 6 x 6 )
• MM
( 6 x N )
(22)
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with
Ik 2
It. 3
etc.
1 2
1 2,
and
wk wk ... w
_L 2W _L 2W _L 2i
The desired linear relationship between the six coefficients of the quadratic doublet
distribution and the N doublet parameters /% can then be written as
-MM (23)
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where the coefficients of the matrix [C] depend only on the chosen weights Wk and on
the geometry of the panel scheme.
Figure 14 shows the wake network unwrapped. This network is of the analysis type but
is simplified assuming that the doublet distribution varies only in the lateral or
Tj-direction.
Figure 15 illustrates the chosen positions of doublet parameters and control points for
the fed-sheet network, which is like the wake network of the analysis type. The doublet
strength is constant in the rj-direction, and varies quadratically in the direction parallel
to the terminated edge.
The number 5 network needed for the wake panel located downstream of the fed sheet
has a constant distribution of doublet strength. This is a consequence of the choice for
the doublet distributions of the neighboring fed sheet and wake panels.
MATCHING OF NETWORKS
The relative positions of the five networks described in the previous section are
illustrated in figure 16, which also shows the location of most of the control points, •
particularly those along the edges of networks. The reader will notice that at some
boundaries edge control points appear in opposing pairs. This is the case along the
centerline of the wing and along leading and trailing edges of the wing. At other
boundaries such as the one between free sheet and fed sheet and between free sheet and
wake, there is only a single point controlling the edge condition.
The downwash Vn = n • V is specified at edge control.points. In order to explain the
implications of this edge condition, the downwash in the vicinity of the common edge of
two smoothly adjoining networks is expanded as
AjUg /g \
V (s) = + AUp-1 In s + regular terms . (24)
s \os /e
Here, s is a coordinate tangential to the network surface and perpendicular to the edge,
Ajie is the jump in doublet strength across the edge, and A(d^i/ds)e is the jump in the
derivative of doublet strength across the edge. A control point placed near the edge
(e.g., at s = 0+) requiring that downwash be finite will tend to make A/*e vanish, i.e. /te
continuous across the edge. This can easily be shown by taking the limit
= 0 (25)lim A/ze(s) = lim ]sVn(s) - Af-^-J s l n s - s ( . ..)
Placing a second control point on the opposing panel of an adjoining network will, in
addition, force A(d^i/ds)e to vanish, thereby establishing continuity of (d/i/ds)e.
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Wing
Free sheet
Doublet parameter
Control point
Unwrapped
V Wake panel
Figure 14.—Wake Network (Simplified Analysis Network)
Free sheet
Fed-sheet panel (unwrapped)
Control point
Doublet parameter
Figure 15.—Fed Sheet Network (Simplified Analysis Network)
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Wing
Wake
Control points
Free sheet (unwrapped)
Fed sheet (unwrapped)
Network number 5
Figure 16. -Matching of Networks
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Hence, across the centerline of the wing and across leading and trailing edges, /u, as well
as dfi/ds are continuous, since control points are grouped in pairs along these edges. In
addition, the derivative of fj. must vanish along the centerline to produce a symmetric
distribution of /LI. As a consequence of the particular construction of the wake network,
the derivative of n in the freestream direction vanishes along the trailing edge.
Doublet strength, but not its derivative, is continuous across the common boundaries of
free sheet and wake, free sheet and fed sheet. Thus it will be seen that the network
edge down wash points are, in essence, a logical algorithm designed to produce the
desired degree of continuity in doublet strength across network edges, and are
functionally quite different from the downwash points appearing in the centers of
panels.
AERODYNAMIC INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
In subscripted notation, aerodynamic influence coefficients A^j are defined by
= (Akj /ij + Uk) (26)
"^ C
where V is the average velocity at a particular control point, /tj are the doublet
parameters of one-half of the configuration, ND is the number of these doublet
parameters, and UK are the components of the freestream velocity in the direction of the
local panel coordinates
(27)
The vectors eV e*ij, e/ are the unit vectors of the local coordinate system of that panel on
which the control point lies. For future reference, equation (26) is rewritten in the form
V (28)
for the components of V in local panel coordinates.
(29)
^^ GIn particular, Vr is the component of the velocity normal to the panel surface at a
control point, i.e., the downwash
s
 = yn - it • vs (30)
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To derive expressions for the aerodynamic influence coefficients, the analysis proceeds
by first computing average perturbation velocities at a control point due to a panel
distribution of doublet strength. The latter is represented by the six coefficients of the
quadratic doublet distribution (see eq. 10). So the objective is to find equations of the
form
(31)
The perturbation velocity components \>, v^, v/ induced by a panel doublet distribution
are already known from equation (19). These are also the average perturbation velocity
components of both panel sides unless the control point is located on the influencing
panel itself. In this case the average perturbation velocities change to
1
(32)
where •/,, y~ are the components of the sheet vorticity y in local panel coordinates.
Vorticity ^ and doublet strength fj. are equivalent concepts in potential flow theory
related by
7 = n x V IJL (33)
Recalling the definition of the panel normal vector "n = (0,0,1), the components of-y can
be written in terms of the components of Vpi as follows
= 0 (34)
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or upon introducing (J.(£,r)) from equation (10)
Hence,
with
(35)
(36)
[K] =
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
1
2
o -
-T«
0
0
1
4i
0
0
-i.
0
(37).
Combining equations (19), (32), and (36), the average perturbation velocities induced by
a single panel take the form
v^SI £ J
= [[D] +
"tt
(38)
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The Kronecker delta 8jj indicates that the coefficients of the matrix [8jjK] are zero if
the control point i does not lie on the influencing panel j(i*j), and that they are given
by equation (37) if i = j.
At this point of the derivation of aerodynamic influence coefficients, advantage is taken
of the symmetry properties of the flow field. The assumption is made that the vortex
separation is completely symmetric with respect to the x,z-plane of the wing.
Consequently, the distribution of doublet strength is also symmetric; i.e., each doublet
panel on the RHS (subscript R) of the configuration has an image of equal strength on
the LHS (subscript L). Hence,
(39)
However, the velocity perturbation caused by a panel of the RHS at a particular control
point differs from the perturbation induced at the same point by the image panel. The
sum of the average perturbation velocities of a panel and its image at a control point on
the RHS of the configuration takes the form
- [DK] (40)
with
[DK] = [ 5 j j K ] R + [ D ] L
Next, the six coefficients of a panel doublet distribution must be related to the doublet
parameters /itj defined on one-half of the configuration. Recalling that equation (23) is a
linear relationship of the panel coefficients and the set /i% of doublet parameters of the
immediate neighborhood of the panel, this is easily accomplished by enlarging the
coefficient matrix [C]. Then
"to
(41)
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where most of the coefficients of the enlarged matrix [Cg]are zero. An indexing system
explained in the description of the computer code identifies the nonzero coefficients
of [c0].
Introducing equation (41) to (40) yields
v_
V>S
V J
[B] = [DK] [C0] (42)
The reader is reminded that equation (42) only gives the velocities induced by a single
panel and its image, even though {/ij} is the vector of all unknown doublet parameters.
The perturbation velocities induced by all M panels of one-half of the configuration and
their images are obtained from
(43)
M
The matrix [A] is the matrix of aerodynamic influence coefficients, i.e.,
[A] =
which was introduced earlier by equation (28).
SOLUTION PROCEDURE
The boundary value problem of wings with leading-edge vortex separation is nonlinear
because the shape of the separated vortex sheet as well as its strength are unknown.
The solution procedure must therefore be iterative. Details of the iteration procedure
are discussed in this section. First, the choice of initial values for the free-sheet
geometry and the doublet distribution is described. The result is termed "Starting
Solution" of the iteration. Then a description of the perturbation technique follows and
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is used to update free-sheet position and doublet strength during each step of the
iteration, entitled "Update Scheme." Finally, an outline of modifications of the basic
update scheme, introduced to ensure stability and economy of the computation and
known as the "Quasi-Newton Method," concludes the description of the solution
procedure.
STARTING SOLUTION
An initial guess for the free-sheet geometry is established based on conical solutions of
Smith (ref. 6). Smith's results are reproduced in figure 17, which shows the shape of the
free sheet and the size of the fed sheet for various values of the parameter a. The latter
is defined by
a = r-5L- (44)tan 7
where a denotes the angle of attack in radians and y is one-half of the apex angle of a
delta wing. The sheet geometries of figure 17 represent transverse cuts through the
configuration normal to the wing surface. The y,z-coordinates are nondimensionalized
by the wing semispan s. The locations of the line vortex along the terminated edge of
the fed sheet are given for several values of a (0.2 ^ a «s 3.0) and are connected by a
dashline. The straight line between the last point on the free sheet and the line vortex
is the trace of the fed sheet. An example is shown for a = 1.4.
The shape of each free sheet is subdivided into seven segments of approximately equal
chord length. The corner points of the segments, as well as the nondimensional
coordinates of the position of the terminated edge, are contained in the computer code.
Figure 18 explains how an initial free-sheet geometry is obtained for a nonconical wing
geometry based on the tabulated data of Smith. For this purpose the assumption is
made that initially the shape of the free sheet at a particular chordwise station is the
same as that of a certain delta wing. This delta wing is locally equivalent to the
considered nonconical wing geometry and is defined as a wing that has the same apex
position and the same local semispan at that chordwise station where the initial
free-sheet geometry is to be computed. Thus, the parameter a can be calculated at each
transverse cut for a given angle of attack and a given angle 7=arc tan (s/x). Linear
interpolation of Smith's data provides the desired initial free-sheet geometry for a
chosen number of free-sheet panels. All free-sheet segments of a transverse cut
(y,z-plane) have approximately the same chord length.
The described procedure also provides the size of the fed sheet at all geometry defining
transverse cuts. The lateral length of the fed sheet and its relative position (i.e., local
angle with the end of the free sheet) to the neighboring free-sheet panel is fixed
throughout the subsequent iteration procedure; however, it changes absolute position in
response to movement of the free sheet during the iteration.
It should be emphasized that Smith's conical data provide only the initial free-sheet
geometry. This is a convenient choice and a.good guess for wing geometries that are not
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z/s
1.0
.9
.8
.7
.6
.4
a =
tan 7
3.0
1.8
1.4
1.
0.6
0.2
Reproduced from reference 6
.6 .7 .8 .9
V/s
1.0 1.1 1.2
Figure 17.—Initial Free-Sheet Geometry and Size of Fed Sheet for Various a
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z/s
x = 0.50, s = 0.25, a = 0.25 « 14.3°
Nonconical Wing Geometry
Interpolation of Tabulated Data
.3 a = 0.6
.1
Free sheet at
x = 0.50
.9
y/s
1.0
Figure 18.—Selection of Initial Geometry
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too different from delta wings. The computed doublet distributions and the sheet
geometries computed in subsequent cycles of the iteration procedure are, in general, not
conical.
An initial guess for the doublet distribution ,of wing, free sheet/wake, and fed sheet is
computed by satisfying identically the stream-surface boundary condition
iT- VS = 0
at all boundary points. This equation is rewritten in terms of aerodynamic influence
coefficients and doublet parameters as defined in equation (26)
AJ-. .M +U. = 0
where the subscript £ denotes components in the direction of the local panel normal at a
particular control point i. Introducing matrix notation allows the computation of the
initial guess of the unknown doublet distribution {MJ(I)} from
UPDATE SCHEME
Beginning with an initial guess for the sheet geometry and the doublet parameters, the
sheet position and doublet strength must be updated so as to satisfy more closely the
pertinent boundary condition of the leading-edge vortex problem. For this purpose the
governing nonlinear boundary condition equations are perturbed, and with the
assumption of small perturbations, a linear set of equations is derived for the
perturbation variables. The perturbation technique shall now be discussed in detail.
The boundary value problem can be written symbolically in terms of the following three
equations:
E(/ie ,M r0) = 0
FGi e ,M r ,0) = 0 (46)
G(M e ,M r > 0) = 0
In this notation, the pie are those doublet strength parameters defined at the edge
points of networks across which the Kutta condition has to be satisfied. The ptr are all
remaining unknown doublet parameters. The angle 6 stands for the unknown free-sheet
position and denotes the panel inclination in a transverse cut or y,z-plane. The above
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equations state the boundary conditions of the problem and in particular have the
following meaning:
E = 0 expresses the stream-surface boundary condition, n • Vs = 0, at edge points of
networks where the Kutta condition is to be satisfied.
F = 0 symbolizes the boundary conditions Acp = 0 of free sheet/wake and n • Vs = 0 of
the wing.
G = 0 stands for the stream-surface boundary condition, n • Vs = 0, of free sheet
and wake.
The above equations are expanded in a Taylor series in which all second-order terms of
the perturbation variables A/te, A/ir, A0 are neglected.
F(i+D = F(i) +|LA +|LA +|FA0 (47)8/ze ^e a^r T a0
& AMe +£- AM + M^e ^
The superscripts (i) and (i + 1) indicate the (i)th and (i-l-l)th cycle of the iteration,
respectively. All partial derivatives are known functions of the known values /xe l , HT l , 6
of the (i)th iteration cycle. Moreover, the following abbreviations are used
Equations (47) can be written in matrix form as a set of linear equations governing the
perturbation variables. The assumption is made that all boundary conditions are
satisfied at the end of each iteration cycle, i.e.,
F(i+D = o
G(i+D = 0
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In addition, it is assumed that as a necessary requirement for satisfying the Kutta
condition along wing edges, the stream-surface boundary condition is always satisfied at
edge boundary points; i.e., E(l) = E(l+1) = 0. This condition is not sufficient for the
Kutta condition to be satisfied, but by nature of the free-sheet boundary condition, a
second condition, Acp = 0 just slightly outboard of wing edges, will be satisfied when the
solution is achieved. Hence, the equations governing the perturbation variables read
9E
9F
3G
3E
3F
3G
3E
30
_3F
3G
3Mr 30_
-
w
^
A0
hb ^
, = <
0
 < _
 F(0 (48)
According to the terminology used in Newton-type iteration schemes, the coefficient
matrix is called the Jacobian. The coefficients of the Jacobian are calculated with the
following assumptions:
• Changes .of the aerodynamic influence coefficients due to changes of the panel
inclination 6 are neglected during each cycle of the iteration.
• The vector normal to the free sheet at control points in the vicinity of wing edges
is not affected by changes of 9.
• The length of panel segments in transverse geometry cuts, x = constant, does not
change during the iteration. (This is a fixed constraint throughout the iteration
that serves to fix the transverse length of the free sheet.)
• The free-sheet geometry is updated such that panel corner points remain in their
initial transverse cuts.
Details of the derivation of the Jacobian are contained in appendices C and D. The
listed assumptions imply, in particular, that the coefficient
= o30 U
The number of equations in (48) can be reduced by eliminating Apie as follows:
3E 3E (49)
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Upon introducing this expression to (48) one obtains
-1 3E 3F
3G _ 9G73E.V ^ —' A0
(50)
QUASI-NEWTON METHOD
This scheme (ref. 16) is used to solve for doublet strength and free-sheet position.
Represent the quantities of equation (50) symbolically as Ax = (A/ir,A0), the coefficient
matrix (Jacobian) as J, and the right-hand side as (-0. Equation (50) becomes,
JAx = -f (51)
These equations are solved iteratively. Represent the ith iteration by superscript (i).
The scheme proceeds to find the corrections Ax from the equation
(i) AX(0 = -fW
and forms the new approximate solution (next iterate)
x(i+l) = x(i).
(52)
(53)
where J(l) = J(x(i)), f ( i ) = f(x(i)) and 8(i) is a scaling parameter to limit the step size of
the correction vector. The Jacobian at x is obtained by using the following update
formula
(54)
where
In this way, there is no need to reevaluate the n2 partial derivatives for the Jacobian at
every iteration. The superscript T denotes the transpose of a vector.
Since the aerodynamic influence coefficients form an essential part of the method, a
procedure of generating new aerodynamic influence coefficients only after every five
iterations is included in the iterative scheme. This approach can help to reduce the
overall computing costs.
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The scaling parameter 8 l is introduced to alleviate the problem of overshoot in the
classical Newton scheme. For each iteration cycle, the following criteria are used to
determine 8(l)
0 <
and
5^ IIAx^H < 7 ||XW||
where y is a predetermined quantity (y = 0.1 is presently used in the computer code),
and || || is the Euclidean norm representing the length of a vector. In addition, a
halving process of the scaling parameter 8 is applied to ensure the inequality
The quality of the solution is monitored by examination of the residual defined by
(55)
where k ranges over all appropriate boundary condition points.
The edge doublets ^,e are updated at the end of each iteration cycle.
WING LOAD AND SURFACE PRESSURES
Once a converged solution has been calculated the pressure jump across the wing and
the pressures on upper and lower wing surfaces are obtained from the following
equations, which are derived in appendix E.
2 -*cAcp = 2 v ' ^M (56)
'-'oo
cp = 1-—L(vS • VS +Vs • VM + TVM • VAI) (57)ru u 2\ 4 /
= 1 -- ^ (vS • VS - VS • Vp + ^ V/i • V/u)cp  -^\V° °- °  +-^- VM/ (58)
1
 U^2 4
The average velocity V = (V* , VTJS, Vr ) is calculated from equation (28) with the final
converged distribution of the doublet parameters /ij. The gradient of (JL can be
determined from
+ (59)
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which is derived by applying the operator
„ 3 -> . 9 -»• 3 -*v=
 a?e£ + a^Va?ef
to the quadratic distribution of doublet strength /X(£,TJ) of the panel (see eq. 10). The
coefficients ng, M^, etc., of the doublet distribution, in turn are linearly related to the
distribution of doublet parameters by equation (41). This equation can be written as
oo
0r?
7777
(60)
where CQQ, CQA CQTJ etc., denote the rows of the coefficient matrix [Co]. With this
notation V/u, becomes
[COT? (61)
Having calculated Acp from equation (56), the normal force coefficient of the wing CN
defined by
NF
CN = ~D ; (62)
becomes
NW
CN
W
(63)
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The various symbols have the following meaning
NF normal force
S\v total wing area
S panel area
nz component of normal vector in z-direction
N\v number of wing panels on one-half of the configuration
The pitching moment coefficient cm, defined by
MP
°
m
 o -> (64)
5W
takes the form
Acp.[nz(x0-xp)Sj. (66)
where
Mp pitching moment
XQ x-coordinate of panel center
xp pitch axis
cref reference length
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COMPUTER PROGRAM USE
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS
Some practical hints are given in this section to assist the user in preparing a computer
run. The code is written in FORTRAN 2.3 for the CDC 6600 digital computer and is also
operational on the CDC 6400 system. The program occupies 120 000 octal locations of
central memory in an overlay structure, and uses eight disk files. Many cases have been
executed to check out the code and to gain confidence in the solution procedure. Most
computations were highly successful, but there were a few that did not converge to a
solution within the allotted computer time. These were mostly wing geometries with
kinked leading edges. The user must be warned that he might occasionally encounter a
case which, in spite of careful preparation of the input data, does not converge as
rapidly as desired. If this occurs, numerical experimentation with different paneling
and/or different choices for the initial geometry might hasten convergence.
Number of Unknowns: The code is presently limited to 130 unknown doublet
parameters /u.j and panel inclinations 0 (in sum total). The doublet parameters /ie
located along the centerline and the edges of the wing are not counted in the sum.
There are as many unknown doublet parameters ptr on wing and free sheet as there are
panels, and the number of unknown angles of the free sheet also equals the number of
free-sheet panels. Hence, the total number of unknowns is equal to the number of wing
panels NW plus twice the number of free sheet panels Np§, and must satisfy
NW + 2NFS < 130 (66)
An example of a panel layout is given in figure 19. Table 1 provides additional
information for this particular case.
Number of Wing Panels: At least 25 wing panels should be used. Cases with sparser
wing paneling probably converge to a low-quality solution. The user should also recall
that the number of panels in all spanwise rows of wing panels must be the same.
Relative Panel Size: The numerical scheme is not sensitive to strong variations in panel
size. Convergence difficulties, however, might be encountered when using a small
free-sheet panel next to a large wing panel along the leading edge.
Number of Iterations and Updates of Aerodynamic Influence Coefficients: Sixteen
iteration steps should be sufficient to obtain a converged solution in most cases. The
program automatically updates the AIC's after every five iteration steps, so that during
15 cycles the aerodynamic influence coefficients are calculated four times.
Monitoring of Convergence: The residual defined by equation (55) is a measure of how
closely the boundary conditions are satisfied. The residual must decrease rapidly in an
iteration with good convergence characteristics. In addition, the behavior of the wing
normal force coefficient CN as well as the pressure jump Acp across the free sheet should
be monitored to judge the quality of the solution procedure.
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• 1 through 5
31 through 38
-79
47 i48v49> 50*51 S52-53-54
55 \56\57 \ 58S 59 X60 V61 ^  62
6 3 6 4 6 5 6 6 \ 6 7 \ 68
Figure 19.—Panel Layout for Arrow Wing
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Table 1.—Arrow-Wing Data
Network
Wing
Free sheet
Fed sheet
Wake
Network number 5
Sum
Panels
30
48
6
11
1
96
Control points
at
panel center,
doublets Mr
30
48
0
0
0
78
Edge control
points
14
7
8
13
1
43
0
0
48
0
0
0
48
Total number of unknowns = 78 + 48 = 126
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Computer Time: The code uses most of the execution time for the computation of the
aerodynamic influence coefficients. In order to obtain a first estimate of the total
solution time, the following procedure is suggested. First, a trial run with one iteration
cycle and one AIC update should be made. Multiplying the computation time of this
trial run by the total number of AIC updates and adding approximately 25% to it gives
an estimate of the total execution time.
INPUT DATA PREPARATION
The keywords with the $ sign are important for identifying the corresponding input
data values. Only the first three characters of the keywords following the $ sign will be
needed in the program. All data cards with numerical values use format 6E10.0. Table 2
shows an example for the printed card image of the input data.
Card
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Card
Column
1-5
1-70
1-70
1-16
1-10
1-13
1-10
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1-16
1-10
1-60
1-14
1-10
1-60
1-15
1-10
Variable
Name
(Default Value)
ALPHAD-
AR
TRAN
SPAN
YSP (I)
(0.0)
CTRA
Description/Comment
$CASE
Title information
User identification
$ALPHA (DEGREES)
Angle of attack in degrees
IASPECT RATIO
Wing aspect ratio (defined as 4s/x);
this value will be used for delta
and arrow-wing preprocessors
$TRANSVERSE CUTS '
Number of transverse cuts of
the wing network (« 10)
x-coordinates of transverse cuts
for the wing network
$SPANWISE CUTS
Number of spanwise cuts of the
wing network (=£ 10)
Percent values for spanwise cuts
(100% = 1); this card is intended
for use with preprocessor
$CENTERLINE
Number of transverse cuts
along centerline
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Table 2. —Card Image of Input Data
ft COMPUT FP
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Beginning with card 16, the input format distinguishes between preprocessors for
planar delta wing, arrow wing, or gothic wing, and a general cambered wing geometry.
Card
Number
16
17
24
25
26
Card
Column
1-25
1-60
18
19
20
21
22
23
1-12
1-10
1-11
1-10
1-10
1-10
1-6
1-10
1-12
Variable
Name
(Default Value)
YLE(I)
(0.0)
SFS
XPITCH
TMX
PRINT
(5.0)
or
or
Description/Comment
$DELTA WING PREPROCESSOR
$ARROW WING PREPROCESSOR
$GOTHIC WING PREPROCESSOR
y-coordinates of wing leading edge
for each transverse cut;
this card is intended for use
with gothic-wing preprocessor
$FREE VORTEX
Number of spanwise cuts for
the free-sheet network
$PITCH AXIS
x-value of pitch axis
$ITERATION
Maximum number of iterations allowed
for the iteration procedure; the given
number should be a multiple of 5
since the AIC's are updated at
every 5th iteration
$PRINT
Printing output occurs at every
PRINT iteration; the given number
is recomended to be a multiple of 5
(see reason given in card 23)
$END OF CASE
The input format of a general cambered wing geometry is:
Card
Number
16
17
Card
Column
1-19
1-10
Variable
Name
(Default Value)
FNZ
Description/Comment
$INPUT WING NETWORK
Number of corner points; this number
should be equal to the product of
number of transverse cuts and
number of spanwise cuts
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Card
Number
18
19
20
21
22
Card
Column
1-60
1-10
1-60
1-10
1-60
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
1-12
1-10
1-11
1-10
1-10
1-10
1-6
1-10
1-12
Variable
Name
(Default Value)
ZM(2,I)
ZM(3,I)
FNLE
YLE(I)
FNTE
YTE(I)
SFS
XPITCH
TMX
(5.0)
PRINT
(5.0)
Description/Comment
y,z-coordinates of corner points
input by each transverse cut
Number of wing leading-edge
corner points
Indices of wing network corner points
for leading edge from nose to tail
Number of wing trailing-edge
corner points
Indices of wing network corner
points for trailing edge
(from centerline to leading edge)
$FREE VORTEX
Number of spanwise cuts for
free-sheet network
$PITCH AXIS
x-value of pitch axis
$ITERATION
Maximum number of iterations allowed
for the iterative procedure;
the given number should be a multiple
of 5 since AIC's are updated
at every 5th iteration
$PRINT
Printing output occurs at every PRINT
iteration. The given number is
recommended to be a multiple of 5
(see reason given in card 28)
$END OF CASE
PRINTED OUTPUT DATA
An example of the printed output format is given in table 3, which shows the results for
a delta wing of aspect ratio 1 at 20° angle of attack computed in the 15th cycle of the
iteration procedure. The input data of this case are contained in table 2. The output
format is self-explanatory, but a few symbols and words must be defined:
STEP SIZE is the length of the vector Ax(l) obtained from equation (52).
CIRCULATION ALONG TERMINATED EDGE OF FED SHEET is the strength T of the
line vortex along the terminated edge computed at the midpoint of the side edge of the
fed-sheet panel.
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CIRCULATION ALONG WING TRAILING EDGE is computed at the midpoints of the
panel trailing edges.
coordinates of panel center
components of Vu on upper side of the
sheet surface in x,y,z-coordinates
-»
components of YI on lower side of the
sheet surface in x,y,z-coordinates
jump in pressure coefficient across the sheet
pressure coefficient on upper wing surface
pressure coefficient on lower wing surface
wing panel area
zcx
ZCY
ZCZ
vux
VUY
VUZ
VLX
VLY
VLZ
DCP
CPU
CPL
AREA
= x0
= Yo
= ZO
= (VU)X
= <vu)y
= (vu)z
= (Vi)x
= (Vi)y
= Acp
= Cp
u
=
 Si
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VERIFICATION OF THE METHOD
RESULTS
Numerous example cases have been executed to validate the method and its generality.
Cases selected are compared with available theoretical and experimental data for a
range of different geometric configurations including delta, gothic, and arrow wings.
The capability of the method to predict overall wing coefficients is shown in figure 20
for a delta wing of aspect ratio 1 at low subsonic speed (Moo = 0). This figure shows the
well-known nonlinear variation of the normal-force coefficient CN with angle of attack.
Several values of CN were computed for angles of attack up to 20° and agree well with
the experimental data of Peckham (ref. 17) and theoretical results from the
leading-edge-suction analogy of Polhamus (ref. 3). The corresponding load distribution
at a = 20° is plotted in figure 21 and compared with Peckham's experimental results.
Although only 25 wing panels were used on one-half of the configuration, the
completely three-dimensional, nonconical load distribution was well predicted, including
the location of the vortex-induced pressure peaks and the decrease of the load toward
the trailing edge.
Figures 22, 23, and 24 show detailed surface pressure distributions for a delta wing of
aspect ratio 1.4559 at a = 8.8°, a = 14°, and a = 19.1°. Upper and lower surface pressures
are well predicted for the higher angles of attack, as the comparison with experimental
data (ref. 18) illustrates. At 8.8° the differences, although unclear, may be due to the
blunt trailing edge of the experimental model or an inadequate definition for the
fed-sheet geometry. The experimental results clearly show the effect of the secondary
vortex separation, which takes place on the upper surface just slightly outboard of the
main vortex. The present method does not model secondary vortex separation and,
consequently, produces a slightly different shape for the pressure peaks.
The method can be applied to more general configurations. For example, figure 25
shows the method applied to a gothic wing having a swept trailing edge and a curved
leading edge. This figure shows good agreement of the normal-force coefficient CN with
experiments (ref. 17) at the relatively high angle of attack of 14.3°.
Figure 26 shows the predicted load distribution of an arrow wing. Experimental data
are not available for comparison, but the plotted loads appear to be realistic and
demonstrate that the method is capable of handling other than delta-wing planforms.
CONVERGENCE CHARACTERISTICS
The progress of the solution is monitored by examining the residual errors in the zero
pressure jump boundary condition on the free sheet and wake, and the stream-surface
boundary condition on the wing. Figure 27 shows the convergence characteristics for a
delta wing of aspect ratio 1 and a gothic wing of aspect ratio 1.60. Each configuration
has 25 wing panels.
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The paneling and convergence characteristics for the delta wing are shown at the lower
side of figure 27, where the normal-force coefficient CN is shown as a function of
iteration number for two different angles of attack. The dashed lines indicate the value
of CN obtained from the leading-edge-suction analogy. For this case, the aerodynamic
influence coefficients were updated in each cycle of the iteration. The solution quickly
seeks a level after only one or two iterations and then exhibits some oscillation, often a
characteristic of Newton schemes.
The paneling and convergence characteristics for the gothic wing are shown at the
upper side of figure 27. For this case, the aerodynamic influence coefficients (whose
computation consumes the largest fraction of computer run time) were updated only
after the fifth and tenth iterations. The difference in convergence characteristics for the
two cases is apparent.
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CONCLUSIONS
The work reported here demonstrates one of the applications of a new general, subsonic
potential flow computational technique recently developed (reported in ref. 14). With
the use of this technique, a three-dimensional method has been formulated for
predicting the flow field about swept, sharp-edged wings characterized by the presence
of vortex separation at the leading edge. The basic approach has been verified for
selected wing planforms such as delta wings of different aspect ratios, a gothic wing,
and an arrow wing. Further numerical experiments conducted after completion of the
contract work uncovered convergence problems with the present computer code for more
general wing geometries like double delta-wing planform, diamond wings, and cropped
delta wings. The problems do not appear to be fundamental in nature and are due in
part to a lack,of experience concerning panel density requirements, the accuracy of the
initial guess, and the appearance of a second vortex at a planform break that is not
modeled in the present code. The work to date has been successful in overcoming the
most difficult aspects of the problem and provides the basis for development of this
initial capability into a method suitable for supersonic flow and for complete
configuration analysis in subsonic and supersonic flow. In addition, it can be applied to
related problems involving free vortex sheets that are encountered in the areas of
powered lift, jet interactions, jet flaps, and so forth.
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
P.O. Box 3707
Seattle, Washington 98124
September 24, 1975
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APPENDIX A
COMMENTS ON CHOICE OF FED-SHEET MODEL
A simple method for treating the core of the rolled-up primary vortex sheet was used by
Smith (ref. 6) in his conical approach to the leading-edge vortex problem. This model
consists of a single vortex with a fed sheet (see fig. 28), which he calls "feeder sheet."
The sheet size and orientation are adjusted so that the total force on the vortex and on
the fed sheet is zero to provide a unique solution.
The three-dimensional method described in this document uses an even simpler
representation of the viscous core region. The fed sheet is treated as an entirely
kinematic extension of the free sheet, and no boundary condition is applied to the fed
sheet. The tacit assumption in this simplified model is that boundary conditions applied
to the free sheet are sufficient to adequately position the fed sheet, whose typical
dimension is small compared with dimensions associated with the free sheet and with
• distance from the wing. Size and initial position of the fed sheet are taken from conical
flow results of Smith.
This fed-sheet model was the outcome of a theoretical investigation of the relation of
mathematical discrete line vortices to the problem of leading-edge vortex separation. In
particular, it was discovered that Smith's fed-sheet model, when applied to the
three-dimensional nonconical flow problem, would contain two self-induced infinite
forces, with no possibility of mutual cancellation, and that for this reason the boundary
condition of zero integrated force over the vorticity could not be applied (ref. 19).
The origin of these infinite forces can be explained with the aid of figure 29, in which
the fed sheet carrying a surface distribution of vorticity "y is shown. This vorticity
merges into a discrete line vortex of strength F along the terminated edge. The line
vortex along that edge will be curved in the three-dimensional and nonconical flow
problem. This curvature is responsible for one of the infinite forces, since any curved
discrete line vortex induces on itself an infinite component of velocity. When a curved
vortex is free to move with the surrounding fluid (as is the case with free leading-edge
vortices), it will move with infinite speed and will change, in general, its shape with
infinite speed (ref. 19). The curved discrete vortex forming the terminated edge is not
allowed to move with infinite speed and, for that reason, will always sustain a trans-
verse component of force that is infinite in magnitude.
The other infinite force is experienced by the fed sheet and acts in the direction parallel
to the terminated edge. It is present in all cases where the fed sheet is feeding vorticity
into the edge vortex, i.e., when the strength of the edge vortex changes along its length.
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Figure 28.—Fed-Sheet Model of Smith
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Figure 29.~Fed-Sheet Model With Infinite Forces
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APPENDIX B
PANEL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
B.I INTRODUCTION
In this appendix we shall calculate the potential and velocity induced by a source or
doublet distribution on a curved panel. As shown in figure 30, let S be the curved panel
surface, 2 its tangent plane projection, Q a point on S, n the normal to S at Q, and P*a
field point. The potential </> at P induced by a source distribution a- on S is defined by
where
R = ( £ - x , T j - y , r - z ) = Q-? ' (Br2)
and
R = IRI =
The potential <j> at P induced by a doublet distribution pt on S is defined by
- ' - ^ f t d S
(B-3)
/-R • n\^cM o-)dS
\47rR3 /
The velocity V induced at P by a source or doublet distribution on S is defined by
V = v> . (B-4)
We assume that the surface S is defined by
f = a^ + br? 2 , (5 ,77)62 . (B-5)
We also assume that S does not deviate significantly from 2, more precisely that
5 « 1 (B-6)
where
a=j({Mn^iV??^Vi .
(Nominally we assume S < 0.066.)
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The distribution of singularity strength on S is assumed to be linear in the case of a
source panel and quadratic in the case of a doublet panel. To be specific we assume
a = oQ + ff£ + a^ ri , (£,77) e Z (B-8)
and
2 . (B-9)
B.2 EVALUATION OF SOURCE AND DOUBLET
INTEGRALS FOR AN ARBITRARY FIELD POINT
Let us first consider the evaluation of source potential defined by equation (B-l).
Evaluation of source velocity and doublet potential and velocity will be qui^e similar.
The first step in the evaluation procedure is to transfer the integral over S to the
equivalent integral over 2. We have
/ -1 \ AA
0 = a sec (f >n) <U dr? . (B-10)
Lt
From equation (B-5) we obtain
sec(f,n) = Vl + 4a2£2 + 4b27?2 . (B-ll)
Substitution of equations (B-2), (B-8), and (B-ll) into (B-10) yields an explicit integral
for <£. However, the integral cannot be evaluated in closed form as it stands. By
employing the hypothesis that S2 is negligible compared to unit (hypothesis (E^6)) the
integrand can be approximated by terms that are integrab|le in closed form. A uniform
approximation to sec (£,n) can be obtained by noting that
hence
AA . • ;
sec(f,n) « 1 (B-13)
A uniform approximation to 1/R is somewhat more difficult to obtain since this factor is
singular. Let (xo.yo) be the point on S closest to (x,y) and set
ZQ = f(xo»yo) ' h = Z ~ Z 0 ' and r = V ^ ~ x)2
Then
R =' V(r2 + h2) - 2h(f - z0) + (f - z0)^
(Brl5)
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Let
Then
Max
6
•(£ - zQ)2
e2 .
Therefore if e2 is everywhere negligible, equation (B-15) yields
R P p =
But
e =
Max
(|, TJ) e 2
Max j
( | ,Tj)e2 j
Max
 <
(£,17) e 2
.
Max
(1, T?) e 2
£(£,T?) - r(x0, Y0) 1 j
1
a(£ + XQ)(£ - XQ) +
r
f : .
°
Va2(? + x0)2 + b2(7j
b(r? + y0)(T? - y0') 1
-./.. 9 9
^ ^ U - 1
 r
)
+ vo)2 • 2 '
(B-16)
(B-17)
(B-18)
(B-19)
< 86 . ' : . .
A much better bound on e is available when (x,y) is several panel diameters away from S and
the assumption that 8 is negligible becomes unnecessary. However, in this case a far-field
expansion will be used to obtain an efficient approximation to the right side of equation
(B-10).
Substituting equations (B-8), (B-13), and (B-18) into (B-10) and rearranging we obtain
0 = a(x, y) 1(1, l) + ax(x, y) 1(2, l) + ay(x, y) 1(1 ,2) (B-20)
where
a(x, y) = OQ + o^x + o
ax(x, y) = a
(B-21)
•13
Here
, 1) + a(hH(M + 2 ,N,3) + 2xhH(M+ 1,N,
+ b(hH(M, N + 2, 3) + 2yhH(M, N + 1 , 3)) (B-22)
+ c(hH(M, N, 3))] .
where
c = a x2 +. b y? -r ZQ (B-23)
and
H(M, N, K) = - , . d* drj . (B-24)
' "' • - •
The H integrals will be evaluated in the next section.
To find V, equation (B-20) can be differentiated. For this purpose zq may be treated as a
constant since its derivatives with respect to x and y either cancel or are negligible on
account of hypothesis (B-6). The derivatives of the H integrals, then, are simple
combinations of the H integrals themselves; i.e.,
, N, K) ?= -(M - 1) H(M - 1, N, K) + KH(M H- 1, N, K + 2)
•- H(M, N, K) - -(N - 1) H(M, N - 1 , K) + KH(M, N + 1 , K + 2) (B-2§)dy • . . .
•^H(M,N,K) = -KhH(M,N, K + 2) .
Actually, it turns out to be easier to calculate V by differentiating equation (BrlO) and
using a generalized form of equation (B-18); that is,
In either case we obtain
' '
V = a(x, y ) T ( l , D + ox(x,y)T(2, 1) ^  ay(x. y)T( l , 2) (B.27)
where
T(M, N) = ( j x ( M , N ) , J y ( M , N ) , J z ( M , N ) ) (B.28)
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and
: : J X ( M , N ) = -^[H(M+1,N, 3) + a(3hH(M + 3, N, 5) + 6xhH(M + 2,N,:5))
+ b(3hH(M + 1, N s +2, 5) + 6yhH(M n -1 , N + 1, 5))
+ c(3hH(M+ 1,N, 5)Y] , .
Jy(M,N) - - ^ r f H ( M , N + 1 , 3 ) +'a(3hH(M+ 2, N + I , 5) + 6xhH(M + 1, N+1. .5) )
. ; .. : +b(3hH(M,N + 3,5) + 6yhH(M,N + 2,5))
+ c(3hH(M, N+ 1,5))1
JZ(M, N) = - ^ [- hH(M, N, 3) + a(H(M + 2, N, 3) - 3h2H(M + 2, N, 5)
+ 2xH(M + 1, N, 3) - 6xh2H(M + 1, N, 5))
-i- b(H(M, N + 2, 3) - 3h2H(M, N + 2, 5)
+2yH(M, N + 1, 3) - 6yh2H(M, N + 1, 5))
1,N, 3) -3h 2 H(M,N,
Doublet potential and velocity can be evaluated similarly starting with equations (B-3)
;
 and using
n = ,. ] - : (- 2a£, - 2bT?, l) (B-29)
VI + 4a2?2 + 4b27?2
along with equation (B-26) and hypothesis (B-6). We obtain
0 =>(x,y) 1(1, l) + ju x (x ,y) 1(2, D + M y ( x , y ) i ( l , 2 )
(B-30)
+ -juxx(x,y) i(3, l)+>x y(x, y) 1(2, 2) +-Tjuyy(x, y) 1(1,3)
where
H(\, y) = M0 + M^x + M^y + T^^x2 + Hfrxy ^j^y2
Mx(x, y) = M +
My(x,y) .=
. . ' (B-31)
• M ( x , y ) . =
.. Myy(x,y) ;=
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and
KM, N) = 4^[hH(M, N, 3) t a(H(M + 2, N, 3) + 3h2H(M + 2, N, 5) + 6xh2H(M + 1, N, 5))
+ b(H(M, N + 2, 3) + 3h2H(M, N + 2, 5) + 6yh2H(M, N + 1 , 5))
(B-32)
+ c(-H(M, N, 3) + 3h2H(M, N, 5))] .
We also obtain
V = M ( x , y ) 3 ( l , l) + jux(x, y)J(2, 1) + M ( x , y)?(l, 2) (B-33)
where
7(M,N) = ( j x (M,N),J y (^ ,N),J ? (M,N)) (BT34)
and
J X (M,N) = ^[3hH(M + 1, N, 5) + a(3H(M + 3, N, 5) - 2H(M + 1 ,N, 3)
t 1 5h2H(M ;f 3, N, 7) - 2xH(M, N, 3) + 30 xh2H(M + 2, N, 7))
+ b(3H(M+ l.N + 2, S)+ 151i2H(M+ 1, N + 2, 7) + 30yh2H(N1 + l , N f |., 7))
H- c (-3H(M + 1 , N, 5) + 1 5h2H(M + 1 , N, 7))]
Jy(M, N) = ~[3hH(M, N+ 1, 5) + a(3H(M + 2, N+ 1 , 5 ) + 15h2H(M + 2,N + 1,7)
+ 30xh2H(M+ 1 , N + l ,7)) + b(3H(M,N : +3, 5 ) - r 2 H j [ M , N t 1 ,3)
+ 15h2H(M, N + 3, 7) - 2yH(M, N, 3) + 30yli2H(M, N + 2, 7))
+• c(-3H(M, N + 1 , 5) Hr 1 5h2H(M, N + 1 , 7))]
J?(M,N) = i[H(M,N, 3 ) - 3 h 2 H ( M , N , 5 ) + a(3hH(M + 2 , N , 5)
- 1 Sh3H(M + 2, N, 7) + 1 2xhH(M + } , N, 5) - 30xh3H(M + 1 , N, 7))
+ b(3hH(M, N + 2, 5) - 15h3H(M, N n- 2, 7) + 1 2 y h H ( M r N + 1 , 5 )
r30yh 3 H(M,N+ 1,7)) rt-c(9hH(M ;N, 5)- 15h3H(M,N, 7))] .
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B.3 CALCULATION OF H INTEGRALS
In this section we shall compute in closed form the integrals
ft _ \M-\ f \N-\
H(M, N, K) = ff iS—52 ip!2 d| d-n, (B-35)
2 P
P = (£ - x)2 + (T? - y)2 + h2
for M = 1, MXQ; N = 1, MXQ-M + 1; K = 1, MXK.2.
Here MXQ is the maximum value of M -I- N-l required and MXK is the maximum value
of K required. The following values of MXQ and MXK are evident from the previous
section.
Panel Type MXQ MXK
Source potential (flat panel) 2 1
Source velocity (flat panel) 3 3
Doublet potential (flat panel) . 3 3
Doublet velocity (flat panel) 4 5
Source potential (curved panel) 4 3
Source velocity (curved panel) 5 5
Doublet potential (curved panel) 5 5
Doublet velocity (curved panel) 6 7 (B-36)
The integrals H(M,N,K) may be computed with the aid of the following algebraic
recursion relations. We have the obvious identity
H(M + 2, N, K) + H ( M , N + 2, K)' + h 2 H(M,N, K) = H(M, N, K - 2) (B-37)
Integration by parts yields
4
(K - 2) H(M, N, K) - (M - 2) H(M - 2, N, K) - £ ^ F(M - 1, N. K - 2) (B-38)
1
and
4
(K - 2) H(M, N, K) - (N - 2) H(M, N -2, K - 2) - £
 VT) F(M, N - 1, K - 2). (B-39)
1
The summations on the right sides of equations (B-38) and (B-39) are over all four sides
of 2 with the contribution of a typical side L displayed. Here v is the unit outer normal
of the side L (see fig. 31) and F(M,N,K) is the line integral defined by
F ( M , N , K ) - J ^^ £ ". d£> p - Va-x) - + (r?-y)- + h- . (B-40)
L PK
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(x.y)
- x, rj - y) =
Typical side
(Unit normal)
Figure 31'.—Quadrilateral Geometry
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The procedure for evaluating the F integrals will be described later. Assuming the F
integrals are known, the recursion relations (B-37), (B-38), and (B-39) may be
recombined to yield an efficient procedure for calculating the H integrals. Because some
of the H integrals are singular on the edge of S, it is actually necessary to consider
three slightly different procedures, depending on the relationship of the field point to
the panel. Let us define djj to be the minimum distance of the point (x,y) to the
perimeter of 2. If 8^ is some small number (nominally chosen as 0.01), we have the
following three procedures.
Procedure 1: \h\ j_j
1.
where
and
g =
4
=Hh| £ tan-1[a(C2c1-C1c2), aF(l,
c2 = g2
2.
1
(K - 2) h'
K = 3, MXK, 2
aF(l, l . K - (B-42)
3.
H(2,N, 1) = 1(N+l)
1
N = 1,MXQ- 1 .
aF(2,N, 1)
(B-43)
4.
- h 2 ( N - 2 ) H ( l : N - 2 , l) + h2
4
1
.N, 1)
(B-44).
; N = 2, MXQ .
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5.
-h2(M - 2) H(M - 2, N, l) + h2 - 1, N, 1)
aF(M,N, 1) ; M = 3, MXQ and N = 1, MXQ - M + 1 .
6.
H(1 ,N ,K) = 1(K.-2)
N - 2, MXQ and K = 3, MXK, 2.
( N - 2 ) H ( l , N - 2 , K - 2 ) - £ yd, N-1 , K - 2 )
4
1
7.
H(2,N,K) = 1(K-2)
N = 1, MXQ -1 and K = 3, MXK, 2.
H(M, N, K) - -H(M - 2, N + 2, K) - h2H(M - 2, N, K) + H(M - 2, N, K - 2);
M = 3 , M X Q a n d N = 1 ,MXQ-M + 1 and K = 3, MXK, 2.
Procedure 2: |h| < S^djj and (x, y) e £
1. H(l, 1,NHK + MXK) = 0.0
where NHK is a positive integer (nominally taken to be 16).
2.
-r
h 2 ( K - 2 ) H ( l , l , K ) - V a F ( l , l , K - 2 )(K-4) 1
K - N H K + MXK, 3, 2.
3. All remaining steps are as for Procedure 1.
Procedure 3: |h| < S^djj and (x, y) e 2
Define
H*(M, N, K) = H(M, N, K) - 27rX(M, N, K) |h|M+N-K
(B-45)
(B-46)
(B-47)
(B-48)
(B-49)
(B-50)
(B-51)
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where
X(M, N, K) = <
0 if M or N is even
[l • 1 • 3 • 5 . . . (M - 2)] [l • 1 • 3 • 5 . . . (N - 2)]
(B-52)
otherwise.|K - 2)(K -4)(K - 6) . . . (K - M - N)]
Then Procedure 2 may be used to calculate H*.
We now evaluate the integrals F(M,N,K) for the indices M,N,K required by the H
evaluation procedures. It is apparent that we need only the following F integrals:
F(l, 1,K) ; K- l .MXFK, 2
F(M, N, 1) ; M = 1, MXQ and N = 1, MXQ - M + 1
F(1,N, K) ; N = 2, MXQ and K = 3, MXK - 2, 2
(B-53)
where
MXFK =
M X K - 2 if |h| > 6hdH
NHK + MXK-2 if |h| < 6hdH
(B-54)
These integrals may be obtained with the aid of three recursion relations. We have the
following obvious identities:
F(M + 2, N, K) + F(M, N + 2, K) + h2F(M, N, K) = F(M, N, K - 2) (B-55)
and
VgF(M + 1, N, K) + ^F(M, N + 1, K) - aF(M, N, K) . (B-56)
Integration by parts yields .
-(M - 1) ^ F(M - 1, N, K - 2) + (N - 1) ^ F(M, N - 1, K - 2)
(B-57)
- E ( M , N , K - 2 )
where
E(M ; N, K) =
(B-58)
-V^?
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The quantities E(M,N,K) may be evaluated directly or else recursively with the aid of
the formula
(B-59)
where
The recursion relations (B-55), (B-56), and (B-57) may be recpmbined to yield an
efficient procedure for evaluating the required F integrals. Here, again, the singular
behavior of some of the F integrals near the edges of S requires a special case. Let us
define dp to be the minimum distance of the point (x,y,z) to the perimeter of S. Then if
8g is some small number (nominally chosen as 0.01), we have the following two
procedures.
Procedure 4: g > ^d
1.
F(l, 1, 1) =
-I Hi, t2 > °
(Br6Q)
0
P. ? < 0
2.
1
gz(K - 2)
= 3 ,MXFK,2 .
- j^E(2, 1, K - 2) + ^ E(l, 2,1^ - 2)] ;
(B-61)
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3. a. If
(i) Fd .N . l ) =
 ( N_
1
1 ) [ (2N-3)a^ 7 ?F(l ,N-l , 1)
.-(N-2)(a2 + ^ 2h 2 )F( l ,N-2, 1) + ^E(1,N-
N - 2, MXQ.
1, - 1)] ;
(B-62)
(ii) F(M,N, -v - F ( M - l , N , 1);
(B-63)
M = 2, M X Q a n d N = 1 , M X Q - M + 1.
b. If 1^1 < | i^l
(i) F(M, 1,1) =
 (M' 1}[(2M -3) a^F(M - 1 , 1 , 1 )
-(M-2)(a2 + ^ 2h 2)F(M-2, 1, 1) -^E( M - 1, 1, - 1)] ;
M = 2 , M X Q .
(ii) F(M, N, 1) = -f- F(M + 1, N - 1, 1) +~ F(M, N - 1, 1);
N = 2, MXQ and M = 1, MXQ - N + 1.
4.
5.
F(1 ,2 ,K) =
= 3 , M X K - 2 , 2.
F(1 ,N,K) =
M,K) - . K - ~>
+ ^ 2 F( l ,N-2 , K - 2 ) ;
N = 3, MXQ and K = 3, MXK - 2, 2.
Procedure 5: g < 8 dp
1. F(l, 1,MXFK + NFK) = 0
where NFK is a positive integer (nominally taken as 16)
(B-64)
(B-65)
(B-66)
(B-67)
(B-68)
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K = MXFK + NFK, 5, 2.
(B
"
69)
3. F( 1,1,1) as well as all other F integrals may be computed in the same manner as
for Procedure 4.
This completes the calculation of the H integrals.
B.4 EVALUATION OF SOURCE AND DOUBLET
INTEGRALS FOR A DISTANT FIELD POINT
If the point P is a large distance from S, the approximation. (B-18) may be replaced. by
an approximation based on this fact. Let
Then
J_
R
P = |P! andQ =
I 1
(B-70)
(B-71)
Let
Then
Hence, if
we have
' Max
-2(P*- Q)
e « 1,
/ ,(B
'
72)
(B-73)
(B-74)
Only the first three terms of the binomial expansion are displayed (monopole, dipole,
and quadrupole). In practice this expansion is used only when e is less than 1/5. 'All
three terms are used unless e is less than 1/8, in which case only the first two terms are
required.
Substituting (B-75) into (B-10) and using hypothesis (B-6), we obtain for the source
potential
0 = ff0I(l, (B.76)
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Here
KM, N) = - ^ C(M, N) + - (q(M, N) -/p)
 (B.77)
-^ -3 (qq(M, N) - 3p • pq(M, N))J
where
; C(M,N) = S - r - d t d r i , _ (B-78)
q*(M, N) - (C(M + 1, N), C(M, N + 1), aC(M + 2, N) + bC(M, N + 2)) , (B-79)
. . , ; . . qq(M,N) - C(M .+2, N) + C(M, N + 2), , ... .
 B-80)
pq(M,N) = ( p * - q ( M + l , N ) , p ' - - q ( M , N + 1), ap • q(M + 2, N)
 (B.
. . . , + bp • q (M,N + 2)),
 :
and _
"
 =
 Pp -^-. (B-82)
In computing the last component of pq, the last component of q may be ignored on
account of hypothesis (B-6). The integrals C(M,N) will be evaluated later. The induced
source velocity may be obtained by differentiating equation (B-76) and is given by
V = a0T(l, 1) + o^Ja 1) + (7^(1,2) . (B-83)
where
. J (M,N) = -^ .-
~(3pq(M, N) +|(qq(M, N) - s(p* • p^(M, N)))?)! .
(B-84)
A similar expansion may be obtained for the doublet-induced potential and velocity.
Substituting the approximation (B-75) into equation (B-3) and using hypothesis (B-6),
we obtain:
."0 = M Q K 1 , D + M j K2, D + M^ Id ,2)+4M^ K3, 1 ) + M ^ K2,2)+yM T ? T ? 1(1,3). (B-85)
Here
i r i / ^  ^ i / . \~i
1, N) -^j(nq(M,N)-3p • pn(M,N)) , (B-86)
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where
If(M,N) = (-2aC(M + }, N), -2bC(M, N + l ) , C(M, N)), (B-87)
nq(M, N) = -aC(M + 2, N) -bC(M, N + 2),
 (B-88)
and
pn(M, N) = (p* • tfCM + 1 , N), p* • ~n(M, N +1) , ap • n(M + 2, N) + bp • n(M, N + 2)) .,(B-89)
In computing the last component of pn the first two components- of n1 may be ignored on
account of hypothesis (B-6). The induced velocity may be obtained by differentiating
equation (B-85) and is given by * °
V = HQ 7(1, 1) + M£ ?(2, 1) + ^  T(l* 2) +-/*# f(3, 1) + Vfr T(2, 2) +j^ f ( l , 3). O-90)
Here
7(M, N) ~ ± f-^ (n(M, N) - 3(p*- n(M, N))^+ ^ ((3nq(M, N) r 1 s(p* •
 PT?(M, N))) p
-. (B-91)
+ 3pti(M, N) t 3np(M, N) ,
where
rip(M.N) = ( -2ap-q(M+ 1, N), -2bp r qi[M, Nf l ) , p - q ( M , N)) . (B-92)
In computing the first two components of np, the last component of q* may be ignored on
account of hypothesis (B-6). Note that the quadrupole term of expansion (B-75) is not
used in the computation of doublet-induced potential and velocity.
The computation of the C(M,N) integrals of equation (B-78) is similar to the
computation of the H integrals of section (B.3) but much simpler. The range for the
indices M and N is the same as that for the H integrals; i.e.,
M = 1,MXQ; N = 1 , M X Q - M + 1 (B-93)
where MXQ is given in (B-36). Using the same potation as that of figure 31, we note
that integration by parts yields
, 4
C(M,N) F
 ( M4.N) X) aG(M, N); M=? l , M X Q a n d N = 1 , M X Q - M + 1 (B-94)
where
G(M, N) = f ^M-] TjN"1 d£; M = 1, MXQ and N= 1, MXQ-M + 1 (Br95)
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The integrals G(M,N) may be obtained with the aid of two recursion relations. We have
the obvious identity • .
t>£ G(M + 1, N) + i^ G(M, N + 1) = aG(M, N) (B-96)
Integration by parts yields
- (M-1)^G(M-1 ,N) + ( N - 1 ) ^ G ( M , N - 1 ) = D(M, N) (B-97)
where
.
 : ,: - .D(M > N) = {M-l^N-1 . . . (
The quantities D(M,N) may be evaluated directly or else recursively with the aid of
equation (B-59). The recursion relations (B-96) and (B-97) may be recombined to yield
an efficient procedure fo r evaluating the G integrals. - . - ; • - .
Procedure 6:
1. a. If |i^l <|^|
(i) G(1,N) =j^- D U . N + 1 ) ; N= 1,MXQ. (B-99)
(ii) G(M, N) = —2G(M- 1 . N + 1)+— G(M - 1, N);
v* vt
(B-100)
M = 2, MXQ and N = 1, MXQ - M + 1. , ,
b. If |^| < \ V r ] \
; , (i) .G(M, 1) = - j^- D(M + 1, 1); Nf= 1., MXQ (B-IOI>
(ii) G ( M , N ) ' = -^-G(M+ 1 . N - D + - J P G ( M , N - 1); (B-102)
N = 2, MXQ and M - 1, MXQ - N + 1.
This completes the evaluation of the source and doublet potential and velocity for a
distant field point.
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APPENDIX C
GEOMETRY UPDATE COEFFICIENTS
The coefficients 8E/dO, dF/d8, and dG/dB of the Jacobian, equation (48), are germed
geometry update coefficients. They are calculated based pn the following assumptions;
a) Changes of the aerodynamic influence coefficients due to changes pf the panel
inclination 0 are neglected.
b) The vector normal to the free sheet at control points close to wing edges is not
affected by changes of 0.
c) The chord length of panel segments in transverse geometry cuts (y,z-planes) does
not change during the iteration, i.e., lj>m = constant (see fig. 32a).
d) The free-sheet geometry is updated such that panel corner points move only in
transverse cuts, i.e., Ax = 0.
Coefficient dE/dd
E = n • V is defined as the normal velocity at boundary points in the vicinity of wing
edges. Hence,
= - v S + n . = 0
The coefficient is zero due to assumptions a) and b) and because dn/80 = 0 at all
boundary points on the wing.
Coefficient d¥/d6
The quantity F stands for if • Vs on the wing and the pressure, jump Acp across the free
sheet. Let
F, = n"- Vs (wing) (C-2)
and
F2 = AcP T -^ ^ ' VM (free sheet) (C-3)
which is given by equation (E-ll). Application of assumption a) results in
3T= " "^ - ° (CH>
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a. Transverse Cut Through Free Sheet
Wing-
Free sheet
b. Single Panel
Transverse
cut m
Transverse
cut m+1
i.m-M
Figure 32.—Notation for Updating of Free-Sheet Geometry
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(C,5)
is a vector parallel to the free sheet; i.e.,
VM ' H* = 0
Differentiating equation (0^6) for 6 gives
(C-6)
(C77)
Noting that d/90(V/u,)A0 is a vector normal to the free-sheet surface for small rotations
A0, and recalling that rt is the unit normal vector (i? • r? = 1), equation (C-7) leads to
(C-8)
Equation (C-5) thus takes the form
3F
(C-9)
Expressions for dn/dd will be derived below.
• Coefficient dG/dd
G = n • V is the normal velocity component at the center of a free-sheet panel. Hence,
Mi = vS •— (C-10)
30 V 30
taking assumption a) into account.
Derivative drt/dQ
The panel normal vector is
-+
-*• N rr inn = —=5- lu^-ii;.
with
-
N = AxB
illustrated in figure 32b. Hence,
30 I N I
3N /-* 3N (C-12)
3N 3Ai = ^_—
30 30
3B
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The vectors A and B are expressed in terms of vectors pointing in direction of the panel
corner points from some common origin. They read for panel. i,m
= Z 3 (C-14)
-* -* — »
Bi,m = Pi,m + Pi,rn-H ~
Assumptions c) and d) are used for the calculation of the changes in panel corner-point
positions. Adopting the notation of figure 32a for the mth transverse cut through the
free sheet, the partial derivatives dP/dd take the form
flj,n
01
0
0
(n ^ m or j > i)
(C-15)
(n = m,j
Consequently, the derivatives of A^m, Bi>m, Ni>m are zero for n^m, m + 1, or j ^ i.
Hence,
911:
= 0 (n =£ m, m + 1, or j > i)
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APPENDIX D
DOUBLET-STRENGTH UPDATE COEFFICIENTS
The following coefficients of the Jacobian, equation (48), are termed doublet-strength
update coefficients.
9E 9E 6F 9F 8G 3G
3Me ' 3Mr ' 3Me ' ^r ; 3ne ; 3Mr
The boundary conditions F = 0 are divided into
F = n- VS = 0 (wing) (D-l)
\ (free ^eet/wake) . (D-2)
Coefficients dE/d/j., dF^dfji, aG/a/x (/A = pie» Mr)
The symbols E, F, and G represent normal velocities at control points
VfS = IT- Vs (D-3)
which can be written in subscripted notation as
Vj. S = AJ-. Mj + Uj- (Dr4)
__ C
The derivative of Vr with respect to a particular doublet parameter /nn is
dV,-S
__J_ = Av (D-5)
^Mn in
Hence, the coefficients aE/a/ie, aE/3/ir, dF^d/j.e, dF1/d tir, dG/dp.e, dG/d^T are
aerodynamic influence coefficients.
Coefficients
Differentiating F2 with respect to a particular doublet parameter /*n gives
£-i(?- »••-•*")
Recalling equation (26)
Vs = Ak. M + Uk e^ (k = {, rj, f) (D-7)
one obtains
a\/SQv
 = A, et fk = t TJ n D'8)3M Aknek VK %, r?,s;
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Next, the gradient of ^t = M(£,TJ) is to be expressed in terms of the doublet parameters
before the indicated differentiation can be performed. Applying
V = drj
to the quadratic distribution of doublet strength defined by equation (10) yields
(D-9)
The six coefficients of the panel doublet distribution are linearly related to the doublet
parameters Mj by .
"tt
oo
OT?
(D-10)
This is equation (41) rewritten with C0o, C0t, Co^etc., denoting the rows of the matrix
[C0]. Then V/x takes the form
COT?
Hence,
= (C0<: CQ7?
(D-ll)
(D-12)
Introducing the terms given by equations (D-7), (D-8), (D-ll), and (D-12) to equation
(D-6) results in
The subscript n of
indicates the nth term of the row of the coefficients.
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APPENDIX E
PRESSURE EQUATIONS
For incompressible flow the pressure coefficient cp reads
r_ = , _ Y ' V (E-l)
—^ •
where V is the velocity vector and Uoo is the magnitude of the freestream velocity. The
velocities of the two sides of a doublet sheet are different, say V^, on the upper side and
Vj on the lower side. Introducing the average velocity V and the jump in velocity
VD iev
 it i.e.,
one obtains
V - VS+J-VD
u 2  (E-4)
V, = VS-—VD (E-5)1
 2
Recalling that doublet strength fi is the jump in potential across the sheet,
ju = $u _ ctj (E-6)
the gradient of /u.
Vu = V4>u - V*! = Vu - Vj = VD (E-7)
is seen to be equivalent to the jump in velocity across the sheet.
Hence, the pressure coefficients on upper and lower sides of the doublet sheet take the
form
c = 1 _ 1 fes . ^ S + ^S . v + 1 w . vw\ (E-8)
U
 Uoo2^ 4 /
c_ = j I y^* • v - V • Vu •+ ~7 Vu " Vu) (E-9)pi uJV 4 /
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The pressure jump, defined by
Acp -
becomes
2
ACP = 2 ' ™ (E-ll)
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